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Abstract. We measured excitation functions for the main transfer channels in the116Sn+60Ni reaction at differ-
ent bombarding energies from above to well below the Coulomb barrier. The experiment has been performed
in inverse kinematics, detecting the lighter (target-like) ions with the magnetic spectrometer PRISMA at very
forward angles. Good mass, nuclear charge and kinetic energy resolutions have been achieved. The comparison
between the data and microscopic calculations for the present case and for the previously measured96Zr+40Ca
system, namely superfluid and near closed shells nuclei, should significantly improve our understanding of
nucleon-nucleon correlation properties in multinucleon transfer processes.

1 Introduction

Transfer reactions at energies close to the Coulomb bar-
rier always played an important role for nuclear structure
and reaction dynamic studies. In heavy ion transfer re-
actions many channels become available at the same time
thus giving the possibility to study the role played by sin-
gle and pair transfer modes [1]. In literature most of the
studies with heavy ions involve measurements of inclusive
cross-sections at and above the Coulomb barrier, where the
theoretical interpretation is particularly difficult due to the
presence of many competing processes. On the contrary,
at bombarding energies below the Coulomb barrier and
at large internuclear distance, nuclei interact through the
tail of their density distribution and are only slightly influ-
enced by the nuclear potential. Under these conditions, re-
action products are excited in a limited energy region (few
MeV), as shown in [2] where at low bombarding energies
the TKEL spectra have a width of≈3 MeV, therefore the
complexity of coupled channel calculations diminishes,
since few populated excited states have to be taken into
account, and more quantitative information may be ex-
tracted on particle correlations [3]. Traditionally, trans-
fer probabilities [4, 5],Ptr’s (ratio of the transfer over the
elastic cross sections), have been extracted measuring ex-
citation functions at fixed angles or angular distributions at
fixed bombarding energies. ThePtr obtained with the two
methods should coincide if ions interact at very large dis-
tances, where deep inelastic components drop off. In most
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of the previous worksPtr’s have been derived from an-
gular distributions at energies above the Coulomb barrier,
where either diffractive effects [6] or the presence of reac-
tion mechanisms other than the direct one, i.e. two-step
process, [7] may contribute to cause slope anomalies . Ex-
citation functions at energies below the barrier have been
performed in only a few cases [8–11], due to experimental
difficulties and the limitation in detection efficiency. Since
a few years, using large acceptance magnetic spectrome-
ters, it is possible to study multinucleon transfer reactions
at energies far below the Coulomb barrier with good mass
and atomic number resolution, especially in inverse kine-
matics conditions where the lighter target-like recoils have
high kinetic energy. The efficient use of the large solid
angle spectrometer PRISMA to perform such studies has
already been demonstrated in the study of the96Zr+40Ca
system [2]. Making use of inverse kinematics, excitation
functions for the most intense transfer channels have been
obtained by detecting target recoils and varying the bom-
barding energies in several steps from above to well below
the barrier, 0.75≤ E/VB≤1.05, being VB = 475 MeV in the
lab system, corresponding to a broad range of distances of
closest approach. The data have been compared with mi-
croscopic calculations performed within a semi-classical
theory [12, 13], where the two particle transfer included
the 0+ states of both projectile and target. From the com-
parison, the role played by the f7/2 and p3/2 single particle
states has been identified. While the first dominates the
ground state wave function of42Ca the second dominates
the wave function of the 0+ state at 5.76 MeV. Such a state
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for the+2n channel has a good match with the optimum
Q-value, beingQgs=+5.6 MeV andQopt ≈ 0 MeV. The im-
portance of states with different spin and parity has been
also evidenced. As a further step we found it interesting to
investigate another system whose ground to ground state
Q-value is close to zero for neutron transfers, matching
their optimum Q-value. The60Ni+116Sn system is very
suitable in this sense, since it hasQ+1n

gs =−1.7 MeV and
Q+2n
gs = + 1.3 MeV. One then expects to have a main popu-

lation close to the ground to ground state transitions and, in
particular for the+2n channel, it is interesting to see how
calculations including only transfer to the 0+gs states com-
pare with the experimental data. We present below some
preliminary results of a reaction involving the60Ni+116Sn
system in inverse kinematics performed using the mag-
netic spectrometer PRISMA [14–16].

2 The experiment and experimental
results

Similarly to the96Zr+40Ca case [2, 17], we detected the
light target-like ions by setting the magnetic spectrome-
ter at a very forward angle. The detected reaction prod-
ucts had at the same time enough kinetic energy, result-
ing in a good mass resolution, and a forward focused
angular distribution which allowed a high detection effi-
ciency. The116Sn beam was delivered by the heavy ion
PIAVE injector and the ALPI superconducting booster of
the Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro with an average cur-
rent of∼ 2 pnA onto a 100µg/cm2 60Ni target with a C-
backing of 15µg/cm2. Ni-like recoils have been detected
by PRISMA atθlab=20◦, corresponding toθc.m.=140◦. The
beam energy was varied in steps of≃ 10 MeV from 500 to
395 MeV. Some furhter points have been measured mak-
ing use of an 85µg/cm2 thick C-foil placed in front of the
Ni targets. This was done to optimize the time loss due to
the change of energy with ALPI and allowed to degrade
the116Sn beam by about 7 MeV. Measurement at two en-
ergies, Elab= 220 and 280 MeV, have been performed with
the Tandem only, to have a precise energy reference. The
obtained excitation function, from above to≃ 25% below
the Coulomb barrier, ranged from≃ 12 to≃ 16 fm of dis-
tance of closest approach.
Two monitor detectors have been placed close to the target
at angular positions (θlab=55◦ and 60◦) which ensured the
detection of pure Rutherford scattered60Ni and 12C ions.
The identification of the reaction products in PRISMA is
based upon an event-by-event reconstruction of the trajec-
tories of the ions [15, 16] inside the spectrometer. We use
positional information provided by the start [18] and fo-
cal plane [19] detectors of PRISMA and the equation of
motion of a charged particle in the quadrupole and dipole
magnetic fields to reconstruct the trajectories of the ions
inside PRISMA. Trajectories are considered to be planar
and the effects of the fringing fields of the magnets are
taken into account by assigning an effective length to the
optical elements of the spectrometer. This is done in order
to have a fast off-line algorithm to be used for data analy-
sis. Under these assumptions the trajectories are uniquely

Figure 1. ρβ versusE matrix, constructed to select the different
atomic charge states of Ni-like ions. The central structure in the
matrix corresponds to the most probable charge stateq=24+. The
assignment of the otherq values is given correspondingly.

defined by only one parameter, the bending radiusρ in the
dipole.
The assignment of the atomic number Z is obtained by us-
ing the energy loss∆E and the total kinetic energy E of the
ions as provided by the ionization chamber. Due to the ex-
istence of several atomic charge statesq, differentA/q val-
ues are obtained for eachZ and a selection of each single
charge state is needed to construct the mass spectra. From
the Lorentz equation it is possible to derive the proportion-
ality E ∝ qρβ, with β = v/c, thus from a two-dimensional
matrixρβ versus E one can select the atomic charge states,
as shown in Fig. 1, where the separation among the differ-
entq is clear. The reconstruction of the mass number A, is
based on the relationA/q ∝ Bρ/v which follows from the
Lorentz equation, herev is the velocity of the ion, which
is given byv = L/TOF, beingL the length of the trajec-
tory. All charge states are finally added together in order
to obtain the mass spectra. Two mass spectra for Ni iso-
topes are displayed as examples in Fig. 2, showing the
clear separation obtained for the different transfer chan-
nels. The two plots correspond to energies well above the
Coulomb barrier (Elab=500 MeV) and close to the barrier
(Elab=468 MeV). While in this last case only neutron pick-
up channels are present, as expected from simple optimum
Q-value arguments, at the higher energy one sees the on-
set of neutron stripping channels, which are derived for
the presence of complex mechanisms involving large en-
ergy losses and consequent neutron evaporation from the
primary fragments [1, 20–22].
Assuming a binary reaction and imposing the conservation
of linear momentum, we could reconstruct the total kinetic
energy loss (TKEL) for the different reaction channels. In
Fig. 3 we display the TKEL spectra for the elastic, the
one (+1n) and the two (+2n) neutron pick-up channels at
the bombarding energy of Elab = 475 MeV, close to the
Coulomb barrier. The elastic(+inelastic) peak has a width
of ∼ 2 MeV, close to the expected experimental energy
resolution. The vertical dashed lines indicate the position
of the Q-value for the elastic scattering,Qel=0 (channel
100 in the figure), which is taken as a reference for all the
other isotopes. TKEL distributions for neutron transfers
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Figure 2. Mass spectra for two different bombarding energies for
the116Sn+60Ni reaction. We notice, for the highest beam energy,
the onset of neutron stripping channels.

Figure 3. TKEL loss spectra for the elastic and+1n,+2n trans-
fer channels at the bombarding energy Elab = 475 MeV. See text
for details.

are peaked aroundQ=0, as it is expected by considering
that their ground to ground state Q-values areQ+1n

gs = − 1.7
MeV and Q+2n

gs = + 1.3 MeV, respectively. At the same
time one sees a tail toward larger TKEL, more marked for
the+2n channel, typical of the energy regime close to the
barrier. These energy loss components tend to disappear
far below the barrier.
At present, data are being analyzed with the main aim to

extract the transfer cross sections for the one and two neu-
tron pick-up channels and for channels involving proton
stripping. Relative normalization of the different runs has
been obtained taking into account the geometry of mon-
itors and of PRISMA. We assumed that for the different
reaction channels the transport of the ions inside the spec-
trometer is constant. This is justified from the fact that Q-
value distributions for the different reaction channels are
restricted to a small region well within the acceptance of
the spectrometer. The absolute normalization is then ob-
tained by assuming that well below the Coulomb barrier
the elastic scattering corresponds to the pure Rutherford.
The starting point in the analysis of the reaction mecha-
nism is the study of the elastic scattering. We measured

Figure 4. Ratio between the elastic cross sectionσel and the
Rutherford cross sectionσRuth. Full circles are the theoretical
calculations, open circles represent the experimental values, with
uncertainties smaller than the size of the symbols.

differential cross section for this channel and we plotted
them in Fig. 4 as ratio over the pure Rutherford. As
expected at very low energies the ratio is equal to one,
while it starts decreasing when absorptive mechanisms
take place. Data (open symbols) are compared with the-
oretical calculations (full symbols) by the semi-classical
model GRAZING [23] showing a good agreement also in
the higher energy region.
Transfer probabilities have been obtained as the ratio of
differential cross sections of the transfer channels over the
elastic. Angular distributions of the reaction products have
almost the same shape for all the isotopes and are quite
constant within the angular acceptance of the spectrom-
eter. For this reason in order to minimize the statistical
error we decided to integrate the full angular range and to
assign the measured cross section to the central angle of
PRISMA, which has also been used to calculate the dis-
tance of closest approachD = Z1Z2e2

2Ec.m.

(

1+ 1
sin(θc.m./2)

)

.
Preliminary results for the transfer probabilities of one
neutron, two neutron and one proton transfer channels are
plotted as a function of D in Fig. 5 with open circles,
full squares and triangles, respectively. Data are well de-
scribed by an exponential function at big distances where
the experimental elastic yield is almost completely due to
pure Rutherford events. At higher energies (smaller dis-
tances) the slope of the experimental data deviates from
the exponential trend due to the appearance of mechanisms
other than the direct one. Proton stripping channels are in
general more difficult to measure experimentally far below
the barrier since they drop off more rapidly than neutron
channels, therefore a more careful data analysis is manda-
tory. The−1p and the+1n channels are the basic building
blocks for the understanding of the more complex multi-
ple particle transfer. The comparison of their behaviour
as a function of the bombarding energy will tell about the
shape of the form factors [2, 24].
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Figure 5. Transfer probabilities for+1n (open circles),+2n (full
squares) and -1p (triangles) reaction channels plotted as a func-
tion of the distance of closest approach D. Neutron data extend
down to≃15 fm, while for proton stripping further analysis is
needed (see text for details). Errors are smaller than the size of
the symbols for+1n and+2n channels.

3 Conclusions

We measured in inverse kinematics an excitation function
for the 116Sn+60Ni system. Light target-like ions have
been detected with the magnetic spectrometer PRISMA
with a good mass and atomic number resolution in the
whole energy range. Data analysis is in progress to deduce
the cross sections and transfer probabilities for neutron
pick-up channels as well as for channels involving proton
stripping. The comparison between data and theory for the
present case and for the previously measured96Zr+40Ca
system, namely superfluid and near closed shells nuclei,
will significantly improve our understanding of nucleon-
nucleon correlations in the transfer process.
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